
Geo’s On Marion, absolute
rock stars! – Abuyiselwe A. Nguna

The geomorphology on the island is studied and
monitored by a research project/group known as the
Sub – Antarctic Landscape Climate Interactions (SALCi)
which is led by Professor Werner Nel (University of
Fort Hare) and Professor David William
Hedding(University of South Africa).

The research group has been conducting long term
monitoring projects and has a plethora of research
interests on Marion Island, just to mention a few:
Liezel Rudolph is working on Cosmogenic Dating
(picture: right) of the grey lava outcrops and moraines
in an attempt to look back into the past and try to
understand which processes the rock outcrops went
through and of course their age. Sibusiso Sinuka was
working on thermal dynamics in mire ecosystems
across the island, monitoring soil temperature at
different depths and more.

The research project I will talk about in more detail is
my own project, Aeolian processes and landforms at
Mesrug on sub – Antarctic Marion Island. This was my
MSc project with the University of Fort Hare.

The equipment set up changed with each monitoring period
because of the duration of each and the frequency of the
sample periods . The set up had two main components
which was the Big Spring Number Eight (BSNE) sediment
traps and Pace Scientific™ automatic weather stations
(AWS) (pictures below). The sediment traps where installed
to capture the sediments/material passing through the
study area at different directions, the AWS was used to
capture wind speed, wind direction, soil moisture data at a 5
minute interval for 13 months. Currently, the fourth
monitoring period is run by Lefa Morake (Marion 76
expedition team), and the data will be used to further
investigate aeolian processes on Marion Island and for my
PhD.

The study was looking at wind driven processes and
behind the peak Mesrug is a small area of unconsolidated
volcanic material (scoria) with land features which
resemble dunes, we later discovered they are mega
ripples according to the ripple index (height/wavelength).

These land features are prominent in arid/dry regions (for
example: deserts) and this sparked interest because
Marion Island has a perennially wet substrate. There has
been 3 monitoring periods, the first being in 2013
April/May (22 days) and two Intra-annual monitoring
periods (2015/16) and (2018/2019).

The change in climate will always affect the landscape and 
geomorphology is studied on Marion Island to better predict 
and inform the continent on what could possibly be our 
future. Working on the Island is one of my highest life 
highlights, as a young researcher I have gained a wide range 
of expertise and experience working in the field in the sub –
Antarctic. On behalf of the GEO team of Marion Island, we  
would appreciate it if you guys followed us on Twitter, 
Instagram and Facebook, and you can see what we have 
done and new updates on projects we are currently working 
on and loads of fun photos. See you soon! 
#MarionMatters #SALCI #Geomorphology 
#geographytakesyouplaces
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Geomorphology Field Assistant – Mr. Lefa Morake

Working for the University of Fort Hare under SCLi (Sub-Antarctic Landscape-
Climate Interactions) as the only Geo of the overwintering team has been 
nothing short of bliss. I applied for the M75 Geo position, but that did not 
materialize. I kind of blocked out Marion after that. For this overwintering 
expedition (M76), there was a Geo already in place, but he had to pull out 
and I was then approached to take his place. As Geo’s, we monitor the long-
term geomorphological processes at play on the island, and how the 
landscape interacts with the changing climate. This is important as it allows 
us to understand how certain landforms on the island came to being. My 
biggest challenge on this island has been the weather by far, and this is 
mostly because what is predicted isn’t usually what is happening in reality. It 
does however make things fun at times. In the coming months however, the 
weather and the sun should allow us to explore more, and I’m looking 
forward to seeing more of the interior. This is a place unlike any that I’ve 
experienced, whether it be spotting killers in the bay (killer whales), how the 
clouds tend to align or how everything looks the same after a heavy snowfall 
(haha!) – this makes doing fieldwork on the island fun.

The pictures below depict the methods in which we 
collect data for wind generated features on the island. 
To the right we have a Big Spring Number Eight (BSNE) 
for sediment trap at four different heights. To the left is 
the station in which sensors at two different heights log 
various things such as the air temperature; soil 
moisture, wind speed, wind direction and rainfall at 
five-minute intervals. This is all on location at one of our 
sample sites at Third Sister.  


